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Abstract—Teaching Machine Learning for cybersecurity is
increasingly critical in all Cybersecurity curricula, and brings
a valuable skill for Data Science curricula. However, each of
these knowledge domains usually requires a significant dedicated
background training: systems and network for cybersecurity,
statistics and algorithms for data science. It is therefore necessary
to identify fundamental concepts to teach Machine Learning and
cybersecurity to student with various background. The objective
is to provide them with required competences to characterise the
data under investigation, to define the objective of the analysis
and to evaluate the result of such analysis.
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I. COURSE OBJECTIVES

Teaching Machine Learning for cybersecurity is increas-
ingly critical in all Cybersecurity curricula, and brings a
valuable skill for Data Science curricula. However, each
of these knowledge domains usually requires a significant
dedicated background training: systems and network for cy-
bersecurity, statistics and algorithms for data science. It is
therefore necessary to identify fundamental concepts to teach
Machine Learning and cybersecurity to student with various
background. The objective is to provide them with required
competences to characterize the data under investigation [1],
to define the objective of the analysis [2] and to evaluate the
result of such analysis.

II. COURSE CONTENT

The emphasis in the Machine Learning and Cybersecurity
cours is put on the identification of suitable metrics, in
particular for learning in unbalanced datasets, and evaluating
the quality of learning in underfitting, overfitting and git
fit situation [3]. Useful learning operations for cybersecurity
applications are classification, for the detection of known
attacks, novelty detection for the detection of anomalies when
a clean history is available, and anomaly detection when
anomalies are hidden inside the data [4]. The main algorithms
which are studied in the course are LSTM (Long Short
Term Memory) neural network and ARIMA (AutoRegressive
Integrated Moving Average) for 1-dimensional data, XGBoost
for classification, 1-Class SVM (Support Vector Machine) for
novelty detection, Isolation Forrest, Local Outlier Factor or
Robust Covariance for anomaly detection.

The course includes several lab sessions for applying a
fulfledged data analysis process on the two cybersecurity
problems of classification for network attacks and anomaly

detection for fraud detection. The data analysis process cov-
ers data visualisation, exploratory data analysis (EDA), data
preparation, and analysis through statistical and machine learn-
ing. The acquired skills are developed in a group projet so
that the students gain experience with various target datasets
from Information System (IS) and internet of Things (IoT)
environments.

Additional challenges such as the principles of adversar-
ial machine learning [5], the detection of complex attack-
snavarro2018systematic and the exploitation of machine learn-
ing in intrusion detection [6], [7] or in Security Operation
Centers (SOCs) are presented to prepare the students to the
issues they will face in the application of Machine Learning
for Cybersecurity. In relevant curriculum where students also
consider systemic analysis, the principles [8] and implementa-
tions [9] of the use of machine learning for artificial immune
systems are also introduced and provide a useful pattern for
network-wide protection.

The course has been given in various flavors for computer
science and engineer students in Data Scientists (Telecom
Physique Strasbourg and University of Strasbourg), Computer
scientists with Artificial Intelligence specialisation (EPITA),
Cybersecurity specialists (CNAM).

III. REFERENCE DATASETS

Following datasets, openly available for the community, are
used throughout the course and in the lab sessions and projects:

• ISCX-URL2016, for the Detection of malicious URLs in
Information Systems1 [10]

• Waterloo spam corpus, for Spam detection by classifica-
tion in Information Systems2 [11]

• CCCS-CIC-AndMal-2020, for Detection by classification
in Malware3 [12]

• Secure Water Treatment (SWaT), for Attack detection,
supervised in Critical Infrastructures4 [13]

• IoMT Dataset, for supervised attack detection in Medical
IoT5 [14]

The variety of these datasets enable to highlight, in particu-
lar in the student projects, the impact of the topology of data
on the performance of the learning algorithms. In particular,

1https://www.unb.ca/cic/datasets/url-2016.html
2https://plg.uwaterloo.ca/ gvcormac/treccorpus07/
3https://www.unb.ca/cic/datasets/andmal2020.html
4https://itrust.sutd.edu.sg/itrust-labs datasets/dataset info/
5https://www.cse.wustl.edu/ jain/ehms/index.html
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datasets from Information Systems, having a high number of
dimensions (typically 40), behave dramatically differently than
dasets from critical systems where the number of significant
dimensions is very limited (around 4 to 6).

IV. LITERATURE

The literature used as reference for this course, and which
the student should refer to for complementary materials is
conpound of following books:

• Machine Learning for Cybersecurity Cookbook [15]
• Machine Learning & Security, C. Chio et D. Freeman,

O’Reilly, 2018. [16]
All scientific papers referenced in this article (with excep-

tion of the architrace model [1] which references previous
work of the author in the domain of cybersecurity pedagogy)
pertain to the references given to the students.
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